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2. Overview
Nu Skin is committed to respecting and protecting your privacy. We act in accordance with the requirements of the
various privacy and data protection laws applicable in the countries or markets where we operate.
This Privacy Notice explains how we collect, use and share Personal Data pertaining to our customers, Brand Affiliates,
job applicants and office and Website visitors (collectively, “you” and “your”) and explains the rights you have
regarding our use of your Personal Data. This Privacy Notice also applies to you if you publish information on the
Internet (e.g. publicly available websites or blogs, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc.) that we may collect data from,
either directly or through third parties. Please take into account that not all sections may be equally relevant or
applicable to you depending on the circumstances. For instance, if you are an office visitor, Section 10 “Your Marketing
Choices” in principle does not apply to you because we typically do not send office visitors direct marketing messages.
Please ensure you read this Privacy Notice carefully before using our Website or Apps and/or providing us with your
Personal Data.

3. Who we are and how to contact us
Nu Skin Enterprises Inc. and its affiliates and subsidiaries (“Nu Skin”, “we”, “us” and “our”) are an international group
of companies offering personal care products, nutritional supplements, devices and other goods or services through
(i) the Nu Skin websites (whether local or global) (each a “Website”), (ii) Nu Skin apps and tools (the “Apps”) and (iii)
a network of independent distributors (“Brand Affiliates”).
Depending on who you are, your Personal Data are processed by different entities of Nu Skin and/or for different
purposes. You will find here the list of the Nu Skin entities acting as data controllers responsible for processing your
Personal Data. Please contact the Privacy Team or our Data Protection Officer [DPOoffice@nuskin.com] if you have
questions or concerns, want to update your Personal Data, or to exercise your rights as described below.

4. What Personal Data do we collect
Personal Data is any information that relates directly or indirectly to an identified or identifiable living individual or,
where applicable, legal entity. Personal Data may include a name, an (email) address, a telephone number, an IP
address, credit card information, preferences, age, gender, occupation, etc.
The Personal Data that we collect, and how we collect it, depends on how you interact with us. For instance, if you are
one of our customers, we may collect different types of data compared to when you are a Brand Affiliate. We have
included a generic outline of our data collection and processing activities below. However, if you wish to consult our
interaction-specific data processing activities, and processing purposes, please refer to our “How we use your Personal
Data” list, here. This list includes details of processing activities per data subject category.

a. Categories of Personal Data
General categories of Personal Data that we collect are the following:
-

Contact information: such as name, title, address, email address and telephone number;
Biographical information: such as gender, birthdate, nationality, photograph or videos containing your image,
occupation and information about family life (excluding special categories of data) including family, children,
hobbies and interests;
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-

-

-

Identification information: such as passport number, permanent resident identification number, social
security number, and any other identification details and documents and photocopies of the aforesaid
identification documents, to the extent permissible under applicable laws;
Registration data: such as newsletter requests, event/incentive trips registrations, subscriptions, downloads,
and username/passwords, data requested in sign-up or registration forms, and related information such as
feedback and survey responses;
Billing and financial information: such as bank account details, credit/debit cards details, copy of bank account
statement and any information or data required to verify and/or process payment transactions;
Product information: such as your purchase history, details of products that we have sold to you, product
returns, preferred products;
CCTV footage that allows us to identify you when you visit our offices;
Details regarding your use of Nu Skin IT systems and equipment when you are a Brand Affiliate;

Special categories of Personal Data that we collect are the following:
-

In limited circumstances we may collect special categories of Personal Data such as data related to racial or
ethnic origin or your health.

Other categories of Personal Data that we collect are the following:
-

-

Any other Personal Data you voluntarily provide to us. For instance, when you choose to provide us with
Personal Data of your family members when completing our online form that contains a dedicated field for
this purpose, or when you contact our customer service.
Data that is made publicly available on the Internet, that could include
o Identification Information such as: your name, username, handle, or other identifier.
o Content Information such as: the content you have published via that name, username, handle, or
other identifier, (e.g. comments, expressions, opinions, posts, etc.);
o Audio/Visual Information such as: your profile picture or other images or videos that you post or
interact with;
o Employment Information such: your job title or profession (including category of profession, for
example “journalist”);
o Demographic Information such as: your interests and gender; and
o Geolocation Information such as: your location.

b. Personal Data we collect from you and why
We collect Personal Data directly from you as follows:
I.
-

-

As a Customer:

When you create a Nu Skin account, we will collect, or ask you to provide your contact information, some
biographical information and other relevant information, as well as your communication preferences;
When you purchase Nu Skin products or services, or return products, we will collect, or ask you to provide
your contact information, billing and financial information and other relevant information;
When you register to our newsletter and/or to one of our online services, we will collect, or ask you provide
your contact information and other relevant information including registration data, as well as your
communication preferences; and
When you otherwise interact with Nu Skin, for instance by contacting our customer service. In this case, we
will collect the Personal Data you provide to us at your own initiative and any Personal Data we need to help
resolve your query. If you call our call centers, we will record the call.
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II.
-

-

-

-

-

When you sign up to become a Nu Skin Brand Affiliate, we will collect, or ask you to provide your financial
and business information and other relevant information which may include identification information and
additional biographical information;
When you purchase Nu Skin products or services, or return products, we will collect, or ask you to provide
your contact information, billing and financial information and other relevant information;
When you register to our newsletter and/or to one of our online services, we will collect, or ask you provide
your contact information and other relevant information including registration data, as well as your
communication preferences;
When you register to attend one of our events/incentive trips, we will collect, or ask you to provide you and
your guest’s contact and identification information, and other relevant information including biographical
information, registration data, billing and financial information;
When you use some of our Apps as a logged in Brand Affiliate, we will also ask you to provide information
relevant to the App, which may contain ethnicity and health data if such data is necessary to provide you with
the functionality you request using the App;
When you report an adverse event case, we will collect, or ask you to provide your contact information, as
well as information regarding the adverse event you suffered which may contain health data;
When you use our company IT systems or equipment, we may collect data related to your use of such
equipment; and
When you otherwise interact with Nu Skin, for instance by reaching out to us through various communication
channels. In this case, we will collect the Personal Data you provide to us at your own initiative and any
Personal Data we need to help resolve a query. If you call our call centers, we will record the call.
III.

-

-

As an Office Visitor:

When you visit one of our buildings, we may collect information that we need in order to identify you and
complete necessary security checks, such as your name and the name of your company. We may also collect
CCTV footage that allows for your identification.
V.

-

As a Job Applicant:

When you apply for a job with us, we will ask you for information relevant to your application such as your
name, contact details, employment history and educational background. We may ask you to apply via our
recruitment system where a specific privacy notice is available;
When you otherwise interact with Nu Skin, for instance by reaching out to us through various communication
channels. In this case, we will collect the Personal Data you provide to us at your own initiative and any
Personal Data we need to help resolve a query. If you call our call centers, we will record the call.
IV.

-

As a Brand Affiliate:

As a Website Visitor:

When you visit our Website or use our Apps, we automatically collect, store and use technical information
about your equipment and interaction with our Website and Apps (“General Information”). This General
Information is sent from your computer or personal device to us using a variety of cookies and other technical
means. Some web browsers may transmit “do-not-track” signals to websites with which the browser
communicates. Our websites do not currently respond to these “do-not-track” signals.
Click here for more information about our use of cookies and how to disable them.
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It is not mandatory for you to provide your Personal Data to us. However, we may not be able to carry out the purposes
described above if you choose not to provide us with your personal data.

c. Your obligations
We expect that you only communicate Personal Data about yourself to us. If you also communicate Personal Data
about other people to us, then you must ensure that you comply with any legal obligations that may apply to your
provision of the information to us, and to allow us, where necessary, to use, process and transfer that information. In
particular, and subject to local applicable laws, if you use a credit card not issued to you, you confirm that the credit
cardholder has consented to the use of his/her credit card in relation to your purchase and has agreed that Nu Skin
may collect, use and disclose his/her Personal Data for the purpose of processing your purchase.
We also expect that the Personal Data that you communicate to us are correct and that, if your Personal Data requires
updating, you will promptly inform us.

d. Personal Data we collect from third parties
Most of the Personal Data that we collect about you will be information that you provide to us directly. In some
circumstances we may also receive Personal Data about you from:
-

Brand Affiliates;
Individuals who provide us with your Personal Data (e.g. your family members);
Regulatory bodies;
Other companies providing services to us (e.g. social listening companies).

Some of these third party sources may include publicly available sources of information. In particular, we may receive
Personal Data from social networks when you engage with our content, reference our Site or Service, or grant us
permission to access information from the social networks.
In addition, we could collect, either directly or through third party service providers, information that is publicly
available on the Internet (e.g. from websites, blogs, social media).

e.

Children

Nu Skin does not direct the sale of its products or services to children, nor does it allow its Brand Affiliates to be
underage (under 22 in Mainland China).
Nu Skin children’s products can only be purchased by an adult. If you are a minor, you may use the Website only with
involvement of a parent or guardian.
We do not knowingly collect or otherwise process any Personal Data from children under the age of 13 and do not
direct our services, Website or Apps to children under the age of 16. If you think that a child for which you are
responsible provided Personal Data to us, we strongly encourage you to contact us immediately and we will work with
you to find a solution to remediate this.
We encourage you to participate in your child's experience on the Internet and to review important safety tips with
each child before he or she explores the Internet.
If you register your child to a Nu Skin event or incentive trip, we process your child’s Personal Data for the purposes of
attending the event or incentive trip. If the event requires processing of your child’s special category data, we will
request your explicit consent.
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5. How we use your Personal Data
We process your Personal Data based on the following legal grounds, as permitted by applicable law: (i) to fulfill our
obligations under a contract with you, or to take steps prior to entering into a contract with you, (ii) to comply with a
legal obligation, (iii) when it is in our legitimate business interest to use your Personal Data, or (iv) based on your
consent. Our legitimate interests include operating, evaluating and improving our organization; preventing and
protecting us and others against fraud, unauthorized transactions, claims and other liabilities; and ensuring compliance
with company policies and industry standards. For companies like Nu Skin that have global business operations,
processing your Personal Data for internal administrative purposes is typically also considered a legitimate interest. As
required under law, we have carefully balanced our legitimate business interests against your data protection rights.
Please contact the Privacy Team if you wish to obtain more information on this balancing test.
Our use of your Personal Data depends on who you are and how you interact with us. Click here for a list of the ways
that we use your Personal Data, and which of the reasons we rely on to do so.
We will only process special categories of Personal Data (e.g., race or ethnicity; health-related data) in exceptional
circumstances and where we have a legal basis to do so (e.g., your explicit consent).
Please contact the Privacy Team if you have any questions about how we collect and use your Personal Data.

6. Sharing and transferring your Personal Data
a. Sharing Personal Data
We may disclose your Personal Data to:
-

-

-

-

other Nu Skin entities, including directors, employees, agents, and representatives thereof for operational,
management, administrative, supervisory or evaluative or educational purposes. You may consult the list of
Nu Skin entities that may receive your data here and a list of data processing purposes and categories here
and in Sections 4 and 5 above;
lawyers, auditors, financial advisors, and other third-party service providers in connection with their services
to Nu Skin.
suppliers and service providers including but not limited to shipping and delivery services providers,
telecommunication services providers, payment services providers, event organizers, travel agencies and
insurance companies;
a third party in the event that Nu Skin sells all or part of its assets to such third party or merges with or is
acquired by the third party;
any applicable regulatory, statutory, governmental or other relevant authorities, agencies or bodies and
industry regulators, and any other person to whom Nu Skin is compelled, required or permitted to do so by
law, rules or regulations, legal process or litigation;
any person pursuant to any order of a court of competent jurisdiction or comparable legal process.

In addition, if you are a Brand Affiliate or a customer, we may transfer your Personal Data to your upline Brand Affiliates
and/or sponsor when we determine it necessary to ensure proper upline support or for Brand Affiliate educational
purposes.
In such circumstances, we will take reasonable steps to ensure that any third-party recipients have implemented
reasonable security mechanisms to protect your Personal Data.
We do not disclose your personal information to third parties for the third parties’ own direct marketing purposes. In
addition, we do not and will not sell Personal Information to third parties; and in the past 12 months, we have not sold
your Personal Information to any other entity.
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b. Transferring Personal Data
We transfer Personal Data to other jurisdictions as necessary for the purposes described in this Privacy Notice,
including to jurisdictions that may not provide the same level of data protection as the jurisdiction in which your
Personal Data was originally collected. For instance, we may transfer your data to the U.S. because our parent
companies are located there.
When we transfer your Personal Data to other countries or jurisdictions, we will protect that data as described in this
Privacy Notice and in accordance with applicable law. Where required under applicable law, we will put in place binding
contractual obligations with the data recipient to safeguard your data protection rights. Furthermore, we will notify
any data transfer and/or data transfer mechanisms to the competent Supervisory Authority where required under
applicable law.
With respect to transfers originating from the European Economic Area ("EEA") to the United States and other nonEEA jurisdictions, we implement standard contractual clauses approved by the European Commission, and other
appropriate solutions to address cross-border transfers as required or permitted by Articles 46 and 49 of the General
Data Protection Regulation. Please contact the Privacy Team, if you have any questions with respect to the safeguards
we have put in place to protect your Personal Data when we transfer this (including how to obtain a copy of or consult
these safeguards).

c. EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield
Nu Skin International Inc. (Nu Skin) participates in and has certified its compliance with the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
Framework and the Swiss-U.S. Privacy Shield Framework. We are committed to subjecting all personal data received
from European Union (EU) member countries and Switzerland, respectively, in reliance on each Privacy Shield
Framework, to the Framework’s applicable Principles. To learn more about the Privacy Shield Frameworks, and to view
our certification, visit the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Privacy Shield List. [https://www.privacyshield.gov]
Nu Skin is responsible for the processing of personal data it receives, under each Privacy Shield Framework, and
subsequently transfers to a third party acting as an agent on its behalf. Nu Skin complies with the Privacy Shield
Principles for all onward transfers of personal data from the EU and Switzerland, including the onward transfer liability
provisions.
With respect to personal data received or transferred pursuant to the Privacy Shield Frameworks, Nu Skin is subject
to the regulatory enforcement powers of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission. In certain situations, we may be required
to disclose personal data in response to lawful requests by public authorities, including to meet national security or
law enforcement requirements.
If you have an unresolved privacy or data use concern that we have not addressed satisfactorily, please contact our
U.S.-based third party dispute resolution provider (free of charge) at https://feedbackform.truste.com/watchdog/request.
Under
certain
conditions,
more
fully
described
on
the
Privacy
Shield
website
[https://www.privacyshield.gov/article?id=How-to-Submit-a-Complaint], you may be entitled to invoke binding
arbitration when other dispute resolution procedures have been exhausted.
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7. How we protect your Personal Data
We protect your Personal Data and implement reasonable security including physical (e.g. secured filing cabinets),
technical and organizational security measures appropriate to protect your Personal Data against unauthorized or
unlawful processing and against any accidental loss, destruction, or damage.
In particular, we operates data networks protected by industry standard firewall and password protection systems.
We also uses transport layer security (TLS) to protect the transmission of your Personal Data. Access to this information
will be provided only to authorized individuals for legitimate business purpose.
In addition, access to your Personal Data is restricted to staff and service providers on a need-to-know basis.
While we endeavor to always protect our systems, sites, operations and information against unauthorized access, use,
modification and disclosure, due to the inherent nature of the Internet as an open global communications vehicle and
other risk factors, we cannot guarantee that any information, during transmission or while stored on our systems, will
be absolutely safe from intrusion by others.
Please contact the Privacy Team if you have any questions about how we protect your Personal Data.

8. How long do we keep your Personal Data
We hold on to your Personal Data for as long as necessary to achieve the processing purposes listed above under
“Personal Data we collect from you and why”. This means, for instance, that we no longer store your Personal Data
when our (contractual) relationship with you comes to an end, unless further storage is permitted or required under
applicable law.

9. What are your rights regarding your Personal Data
You have certain rights regarding how we use and keep your Personal Data. These are:
-

-

Rectification. You have the right to require that any incomplete or inaccurate Personal Data that we process
about you is amended;
Deletion. You have the right to request that we delete Personal Data that we process about you, subject to
certain exceptions, for instance, where we need to keep your Personal Data to comply with a legal obligation;
Withdrawing Consent. If you have consented to our processing of your Personal Data, you have the right to
withdraw your consent at any time. This does not affect the lawfulness of the processing that was based on
your consent prior to withdrawal. This includes cases where you wish to opt out from marketing messages
that you receive from us;
Access. Subject to certain exceptions, you have the right to access and request a copy of the Personal Data we
are processing about you, which we will provide to you in electronic form and/or in writing, or verbally where
allowed by applicable laws. Where permissible under applicable laws, we may charge you a reasonable fee for
this access request;

In addition, if you are in the EEA or in Thailand you have the following rights:
-

Restriction. You have the right to request that we restrict our processing of your Personal Data under specific
conditions (also applicable if you are in Macau);
Portability. You have the right to request that we transmit the Personal Data we hold in respect of you to you
or to another data controller under specific conditions;
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-

Objection. Where the legal justification for our processing of your Personal Data is our legitimate interest, you
have the right to object to such processing on grounds relating to your particular situation. We will abide by
your request unless we have compelling legitimate grounds for the processing which override your interests
and rights, or if we need to continue to process the data for the establishment, exercise or defense of a legal
claim.
Where we process your Personal Data for direct marketing purposes, you have the right to object at any
time to such processing, including for profiling purposes to the extent that it is related to direct marketing. If
you object to processing for direct marketing purposes, we will no longer process your Personal Data for
such purposes.

You can exercise the above rights, where applicable by contacting the Privacy Team or by using our online tool in the
markets where such tool is available. California residents can also call the following toll-free number: 800-487-1000.
We will respond to any of your requests to exercise these above data subject rights within the period prescribed by
applicable laws. At our discretion, we may require you to prove your identity before providing the requested
information. This is to ensure that your Personal Data is disclosed only to you. We may not be able to appropriately
handle your request if you decide not to provide us with the Personal Data that we need to handle your request. If you
are not satisfied with the way we handled your request, or for violations of applicable data protection laws, you may
lodge a complaint or file a claim with a competent Supervisory Authority (for example, with the Supervisory Authority
in your country or market of residence).
We are committed to providing you control over your Personal Data. If you exercise any of these rights explained in
this section of the Privacy Notice, we will not disadvantage you. You will not be denied or charged different prices or
rates for goods or services or provided a different level or quality of goods or services

10. Your marketing choices
You can control whether to receive direct marketing from us (e.g., which we may send through electronic means, such
as promotional emails). In certain markets, you will need to provide us with your consent before receiving marketing.
For instance, we may ask you to tick a box indicating to “receive promotional emails” when you sign up as a new
customer or Brand Affiliate. In all markets, you can choose not to receive such communications at any time. If you no
longer wish to receive any marketing communications, remain on a mailing list to which you previously subscribed, or
receive any other marketing communication, please follow the unsubscribe link in the relevant communication or
contact the Privacy Team.

11. Changes to the Privacy Notice
We may update this Privacy Notice from time to time. We will notify you of any significant changes by posting those
changes here or by notifying you through other appropriate communication channels we generally use with you. Any
changes to this Privacy Notice will be considered effective immediately after the changes are posted on this Website
unless otherwise indicated.
The Privacy Notice was last revised on March 20, 2020.
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Annex 1 – List of Nu Skin entities responsible for processing your Personal Data
The table below lists the relevant Nu Skin legal entities responsible for the processing of Personal Data relating to you as a Customer, Brand Affiliate, Job Candidate or
Office Visitor, per country/market (as detailed in our Global Privacy Notice under “Personal Data we collect from you and why”).
Please note that when fields include a “/”, this means that we do not collect or otherwise process personal data for that data subject category in a given country/market.
Where a field includes more than one data controller, this means that we have more than one Nu Skin entity in that country/market and the controller responsible will be
the entity that you have a relationship with (e.g. because you visited or applied with that specific Nu Skin office).

To find out which Nu Skin entity is the data controller responsible for your Personal Data, you need to determine:

1) In which category of data subject you fall:
−
−
−
−

Customers (customers include the recipients of the newsletter or other marketing communications)
Brand Affiliates (ie. registered distributors)
Job Candidates
Office Visitors

2) Your country or market:
o
o
o
o

If you are a Customer, look for the country/market in which you have registered your Nu Skin online account or make your purchases.
If you are a Brand Affiliate, look for the country/market in which you have registered your Nu Skin Brand Affiliate account.
If you are a Job Candidate, look for the country/market in which the Nu Skin office to which you apply for a job is located.
If you are an Office Visitor, look for the country/market in which the Nu Skin office which you are visiting is located.

If you do not fall in one of the categories mentioned above, for instance because you do not have any, or no longer have a relationship with us, then Nu Skin International
Inc. will be responsible for your Personal Data.
The last page of this Annex 1 contains the contact details of all entities listed herein. Please contact the Privacy Team if you have questions or concerns about this.
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COUNTRY/MARKET

CUSTOMER

BRAND AFFILIATE

JOB CANDIDATE

OFFICE VISITOR

Argentina

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Argentina as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Argentina as joint controllers

Australia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Australia, Inc as
joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Australia, Inc as
joint controllers

Nu Skin Enterprises Australia, Inc.

Nu Skin Enterprises Australia, Inc.

Austria

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Belgium

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Belgium NV and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Belgium NV or NSE
Products Europe BVBA

Nu Skin Belgium NV or NSE
Products Europe BVBA

Brunei

Nu Skin International Inc. and
NuSkin Pharmanex (B) Sdn Bhd as
joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and
NuSkin Pharmanex (B) Sdn Bhd as
joint controllers

NuSkin Pharmanex (B) Sdn Bhd

NuSkin Pharmanex (B) Sdn Bhd

Canada

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Canada

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Canada

Chile

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Chile

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Chile

Colombia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Colombia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Colombia

Czech Rep

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Denmark

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Scandinavia A/S

Nu Skin Scandinavia A/S
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Finland

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

France

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

French
Polynesia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin French Polynesia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin French Polynesia

Germany

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Germany GmbH

Nu Skin Germany GmbH

Hong
Kong/Macau

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Hong Kong, LLC as
joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Hong Kong, LLC
as joint controllers

Nu Skin Enterprises Hong
Kong, LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Hong Kong,
LLC

Hungary

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Eastern Europe kft.

Nu Skin Eastern Europe kft.

Iceland

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and PT
Nusa Selaras Indonesia as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Israel Inc. as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and PT
Nusa Selaras Indonesia as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Israel Inc. as joint controllers

PT Nusa Selaras Indonesia or
PT Nu Skin Distribution
Indonesia

PT Nusa Selaras Indonesia or PT
Nu Skin Distribution Indonesia

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Indonesia

Ireland

Israel
Italy
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Japan

Nu Skin Enterprises Inc., Nu Skin
International Inc. and Nu Skin
Japan as joint controllers

Nu Skin Enterprises Inc., Nu Skin
International Inc. and Nu Skin
Japan as joint controllers

Nu Skin Japan

Nu Skin Japan

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin (China) Daily-Use &
Health Products Co., Ltd

Nu Skin (China) Daily-Use &
Health Products Co., Ltd

Nu Skin (China) Daily-Use &
Health Products Co., Ltd;
Shanghai Nu Skin Chuang Xing
Daily-Use & Health Products Co
Ltd;
Nu Skin Beauty and Wellness Co.
Ltd;
Guangdong Xing Chuang DailyUse & Health Products Co Ltd;
Pharmanex (Huzhou) Health
Products Co., Ltd.
Pharmanex Electronic-Optical
Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Nu Skin (China) Daily-Use &
Health Products Co., Ltd;
Shanghai Nu Skin Chuang Xing
Daily-Use & Health Products Co
Ltd;
Nu Skin Beauty and Wellness Co.
Ltd;
Guangdong Xing Chuang DailyUse & Health Products Co Ltd;
Pharmanex (Huzhou) Health
Products Co., Ltd.
Pharmanex Electronic-Optical
Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Malaysia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd as joint
controllers

Nu Skin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd

Nu Skin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd

Mexico

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Mexico as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Mexico as joint controllers

Netherlands

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Netherlands BV

Nu Skin Netherlands BV

New Caledonia

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin New Caledonia as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin New Caledonia as joint
controllers

Luxembourg

Mainland China
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New Zealand

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises New Zealand, Inc
as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises New Zealand, Inc
as joint controllers

Norway

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Philippines

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Philippines, LLC
as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Philippines, LLC
as joint controllers

Poland

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Romania

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises SRL as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises SRL as joint
controllers

Singapore

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Singapore Pte Ltd
as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Singapore Pte Ltd
as joint controllers

Slovakia

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises South Africa
(PTY) Ltd. as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers
Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises South Africa
(PTY) Ltd. as joint controllers

Spain

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Sweden

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

South Africa
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Nu Skin Enterprises New Zealand,
Inc

Nu Skin Enterprises New Zealand,
Inc

Nu Skin Enterprises Philippines,
LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Philippines,
LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Singapore
Pte. Ltd or NSE Asia Products Pte
Ltd

Nu Skin Enterprises Singapore
Pte. Ltd or NSE Asia Products Pte
Ltd

Nu Skin Enterprises South Africa
(PTY) Ltd.

Nu Skin Enterprises South Africa
(PTY) Ltd.

Switzerland

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Taiwan

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Taiwan, LLC, Taiwan Branch
as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Taiwan, LLC, Taiwan Branch
as joint controllers

Nu Skin Taiwan, LLC, Taiwan
Branch

Thailand

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises (Thailand)
Limited as joint controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises (Thailand)
Limited as joint controllers

Nu Skin Enterprises (Thailand)
Limited

Nu Skin Enterprises (Thailand)
Limited

Ukraine

Nu Skin Enterprises Ukraine LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Ukraine LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Ukraine LLC

Nu Skin Enterprises Ukraine LLC

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and NSE
Products Europe BVBA as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc.

Nu Skin International Inc.

Nu Skin International Inc.

Nu Skin International Inc.

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Viet Nam Limited
Liability Company as joint
controllers

Nu Skin International Inc. and Nu
Skin Enterprises Viet Nam Limited
Liability Company as joint
controllers

Nu Skin Enterprises Viet Nam
Limited Liability Company

Nu Skin Enterprises Viet Nam
Limited Liability Company

United Kingdom

USA
Vietnam
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Guangdong Xing Chuang Daily-Use &
Health Products Co Ltd
Room 15, 8/F, Jietai Plaza, No. 218-222
Zhongshan Six Rd., Yuexiu District,
Guangzhou, Guangdong, PRC
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Belgium NV
Da Vincilaan 9
The Corporate Village, Building Elsinore
1930 Zaventem
BELGIUM
Tel: +32 2 342 04 75
belgiumweb@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Colombia
Carrera 15 #93A-62
Bogotá
BOGOTA
Tel: +57 801 345 0264
infocolombia@nuskin.com

Nu Skin Argentina Inc.
Italia 701 Rosario,
S2000DEO Provincia Santa Fe.
ARGENTINA
Tel: +54 801.45.0137
infoargentina@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Canada, Inc.
75 West Center St.
Provo, UT 84601, USA
Tel: +1 801-345-1000

NSE Hong Kong, LLC
5/F, Citicorp Centre, 18 Whitfield Road,
Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
CHINA
Tel: +852 2837 7700
48hrs_reply_nshk@nuskin.com

NSE New Zealand, Inc
Unit 16/180 Montgomerie Road
Airport Oaks,
2022 Auckland
NEW ZEALAND
Tel: 0800 687 456
nzad@nuskin.com

NSE (Romania) SRL
Bucuresti, Str. Grigore Cobalcescu nr. 46,
mansard, Camera 13, sector 1.
ROMANIA
Tel: +40 312 294 653
romaniaweb@nuskin.com

Nu Skin Enterprises Singapore Pte Ltd
8 Eu Tong Sen Street
#25-89 The Central
059818
SINGAPORE
Tel: +65 6837 3363

Nu Skin Eastern Europe Kft.
Kft. Alkotás utca 48-50
1123 Budapest
HUNGARY
Tel: +36 21 200 78 27
hungaryweb@nuskin.com

NSE Australia Inc.
2/2 Eden Park Dr. Macquarie Park
NSW 2113
AUSTRALIA
Tel: +64 2 9491 0900
australiainfo@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Chile
Alonso de Córdova 5320 - Local 17,
Piso 1, Las Condes, Región
Metropolitana
CHILE
Tel: +56 123 0 020 8520
infochile@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Enterprises Inc.
75 West Center
Provo, UT 84601
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: +1 800 487 1000

Nu Skin Beauty and Wellness Co. Ltd
Factory No. 29 and first floor of Factory No.
23, Longyang Industrial Park, No.
1515 Yuan East Rd., Fengxian District,
Shanghai, PRC
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com
Nu Skin (China) Daily-Use & Health Products
Co., Ltd
Factory No. 29 and first floor of Factory No.
23, Longyang Industrial Park, Fengxian
District, Shanghai, PRD
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com

NSE Philippines, LLC
41 San Miguel Avenue
15th floor, Octagon Center, Ortigas
Center
1605 Pasig City
PHILIPPINES
Tel: +63 2 868 75 46
48hr_reply_phils@nuskin.com
NSE South Africa (PTY) Ltd.
Techno Link 63, Regency drive, Route 21
Corporate Park, Nellmapius Drive
0157 Irene
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 875 503 103
southafricasupport@nuskin.com
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NSE Products Europe BVBA
Da Vincilaan 9
The Corporate Village, Building Elsinore 1930
Zaventem
BELGIUM
Tel: +32 2 342 04 75
belgiumweb@nuskin.com

NSE Asia Products Pte Ltd
1 Temasek Avenue #23
Millenia tower SINGAPORE
(039192)
Tel: +65 6837-3363
48hrs_reply_singapore@nuskin.com

NSE (Thailand) Limited
319 Antelope Square Building, 15th Fl.,
Phayathai Road, Pathumwan,
10330 Bangkok
THAILAND
Tel: +66 0 2791 8500
48hr_reply_thailand@nuskin.com

48hrs_reply_singapore@nuskin.com
NSE Ukraine LLC
Velika Vasilkovska street 72A
floor 8, office 174
03680 Kiev
UKRAINE
Tel: +380 0 800 30 19 84
ukraine@nuskin.com
Nu Skin International Inc.
75 West Center
Provo, UT 84601
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: +1 800 487 1000

NSE Viet Nam, LLC
201 Nam Kỳ Khởi Nghĩa, phường 7, quận
3, TP. Hồ Chí Minh
VIETNAM
Tel: +84 028 3932 4300
48hrs_reply_vietnam@nuskin.com

Nu Skin French Polynesia
2/2 Eden Park Dr. Macquarie Park
NSW 2113
AUSTRALIA
Tel: +64 2 9491 0934
pacifiquesud@nuskin.com

Nu Skin Germany GmbH
Taunusstrasse 57
55118 Mainz
GERMANY
Tel: +49 613149 09 108
germanyweb@nuskin.com

Nu Skin Israel Inc.
Omarim Street 11, Building Menivim,
Industrial Park
8496500 Omer
ISRAEL

Nu Skin Netherlands BV
Amundsenweg 2
5928 LT Venlo
THE NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 850 02 18 53
netherlandsweb@nuskin.com

Nu Skin New Caledonia
Unit 16/180 Montgomerie Road
Airport Oaks,
2022 Auckland
NEW ZEALAND
Tel: 0800 687 456
pacifiquesud@nuskin.com

NuSkin Pharmanex (B) Sdn Bhd
(Nu Skin Brunei Experience Center)
D2, Blk D, Lot 11620, Jalan Gadong
BE1718 Bandar Seri Begawan
BRUNEI DARUSSALAM
Tel: +673 2 422 225
48hrs_reply_brunei@nuskin.com

Nu Skin (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd
Lot 2.5.1, Level 2, PNB Perdana
(Commercial Centre), No. 10, Jalan Binja
50450 Kuala Lumpur
MALAYSIA
Tel: +60 3 2170 7700
48hrs_reply_malaysia@nuskin.com
Nu Skin Scandinavia A/S
Havneholmen 25
1561 Copenhagen
DENMARK
Tel: +45 78 73 06 02
neucustomerservice@nuskin.com

Pharmanex (Huzhou) Health Products
Co., Ltd
No. 819-1, Xinzhu Road,
Zhejiang, PRC
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com

PT Nusa Selaras Indonesia (PT Nu Skin
Distribution Indonesia)
Jl. Jend Gatot Subroto 44 Kuningan
Barat
Area Gd. City Plaza
10th Fl., Suite 1001-1002
Mampang Prapatan Jakarta Selatan
DKI Jakarta 12710
INDONESIA
Tel: +62 21 300 300 10
48hrs_reply_indonesia@nuskin.com

Shanghai Nu Skin Chuang Xing DailyUse & Health Products Co Ltd
Room 408-2 and 408-6, 75 Tian Lin East
Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai, PRC
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com
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Nu Skin Taiwan, LLC, Taiwan Branch
7F-1, No. 189, Section 2
Jiuzong Road
Neihu District
Taipei City, 114
TAIWAN
Tel: +886 02 8752 - 8555
nstwinfo@nuskin.com
Pharmanex Electronic-Optical
Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Room 206, Building T3-11, No. 5001
Huadong
Road,
Jinqiao
Export
Processing Zone (South District), Pudong
New Area, Shanghai, PRC
48hrs_reply_china@nuskin.com

Annex 2 - How we use your Personal Data and on which legal basis
The personal information and documents which we may have collected or may be collecting from you, or which you may have provided or may be providing to us, will be
processed (which includes the collection, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction of your Personal Data) for, amongst others, the following purposes
and legal grounds where permitted by applicable law:
As a

Customer

We use your Personal Data to

We rely on the following legal grounds to use your Personal Data:

create and manage your account; process your purchases and manage
your product-returns ; communicate with you about your order for a
product or service.

to fulfill our contract with you and to comply with legal and regulatory
obligations including accounting, tax and data privacy.

provide news and information services including email briefings and
newsletters.

where we have your consent and/or when you have expressed a
preference to receive such marketing communications; or where it is in
our legitimate interest to provide you with marketing.

operate suppression lists to ensure that you do not receive
communications if you object or unsubscribe.

to comply with our legal obligations.

do research and development based on aggregate data, including but not
limited to statistics about sales, market analysis, development of products
and services; to maintain our global databases.

to pursue our legitimate interest in enhancing customer experience,
improving our products and services, and general innovation; and in
safeguarding and promoting our economic, commercial, social and
financial interests, or with your consent, in the performance of the
contract we have with you, or where permitted by applicable law.

to prevent and detect unlawful activities, such as credit card misuse, and to comply with legal and regulatory obligations, including accounting and
for dispute management purposes, for instance when you file a complaint tax; and to pursue our legitimate interest in safeguarding and promoting
with use about our products or services.
our economic, commercial, social and financial interests and to
communicate with you, or in the performance of the contract we have
with you.
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Brand Affiliate

maintain security and manage access to our systems, Website and Apps.

to comply with legal obligations, and/or to pursue our legitimate interest
in maintaining the security of Website, Apps and networks, or in the
performance of the contract we have with you.

collect insights into how you interact with our services so that we can
personalize our communications with you and improve our Website and
Apps.

where we have your consent, in the performance of a contract we have
with you or to pursue our legitimate interest to deliver our Website and
Apps effectively.

create and manage your account and to process your purchases, and to
provide any ongoing customer care and support to you and your Brand
Affiliate Account.

to fulfill our contract with you and to comply with legal and regulatory
obligations including accounting, tax and data privacy.

process your commission and bonus payments.

to fulfill our contract with you and to comply with legal and regulatory
obligations including accounting and tax.

provide services to you, for instance, (i) sharing information in Nu Skin’s
Business Support Materials, (ii) inviting you to events and send reminders
on events venue, date and time, and (iii) organizing success trips and
events.

to fulfill our contract with you; or to pursue our legitimate interest to
adequately train and incentive our Brand Affiliates or with your consent.

give recognition to you as a Brand Affiliate, for instance by publishing your
name, sales records, picture, pin title, charitable donations you made,
etc., at Nu Skin events, in Business Support Materials, social media
channels, via email, etc.

where we have your consent; or because we have a legitimate interest in
promoting our brand and the achievements of our sales force.
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promote our brand, for instance by using on the Website, in marketing
materials or in other marketing tools, (i) testimonials given by you during
Nu Skin’s events, or (ii) recording of your appearances and/or
performances at Nu Skin’s event.

where we have your consent; or because we have a legitimate interest in
promoting our brand and the achievements of our sales force.

provide news and information services including email briefings and
newsletters.

where we have your consent and/or when you have expressed a
preference to receive such marketing communications; or to pursue our
legitimate interest to provide you with marketing.

operate suppression lists to ensure that you do not receive
communications if you object or unsubscribe.

to comply with our legal obligations.

do research and development based on aggregate data, including but not
limited to statistics about sales, market analysis, development of products
and services; to maintain our global databases.

to pursue our legitimate interest in enhancing customer experience,
improving our products and services, and general innovation; and to
pursue our legitimate interest in safeguarding and promoting our
economic, commercial, social and financial interests, or where permitted
by applicable law.

to prevent and detect unlawful activities, such as credit card misuse, and
for dispute management purposes, for instance when you file a complaint
with use about our products or services.

to comply with legal and regulatory obligations, including accounting and
tax; and to pursue our legitimate interest in safeguarding and promoting
our economic, commercial, social and financial interests and to
communicate with you.

maintain security and manage access to our systems, Website and Apps.

to comply with legal obligations, and to pursue our legitimate interest in
maintaining the security of Website, Apps and networks.
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collect insights into how you interact with our services so that we can
personalize our communications with you and improve our Website and
Apps.

where we have your consent, in the performance of the contract we have
with you, or to pursue our legitimate interest to deliver our Website and
Apps effectively.

Job applicant

to consider individuals for employment and contractor opportunities and
manage on-boarding procedures.

to take steps at your request prior to entering into a contract with you, to
comply with our legal obligations, and/or to pursue our legitimate interest
in considering adequate candidates for employment and, where relevant,
with your consent.

Office visitor

to maintain security and manage access to our offices.

where permitted by applicable law, to pursue our legitimate interest in
maintaining the security of our buildings, systems and office assets or with
your consent where required under applicable law.

Website visitor

maintain security and manage access to our systems, Website and Apps.

to comply with legal obligations, and to pursue our legitimate interest in
maintaining the security of Website, Apps and networks.

Third party

do research and development based on aggregate data, including but not
limited to statistics about sales, market analysis, development of products
and services; get insights from across different audiences.

to pursue our legitimate interest to better understand our customer base,
their interactions with us and engagement with our brands.
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